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The earliest memories of life on Earth
John M. Hayes

How old is life on Earth? lts chemical traces may have been recognized in rocks fiom Greenland that are more
than 3.8 billion years old, at least 300 million ybars older than any previous evidence.

Irsre is Greenlandic for'ancient thi[g'.
The ltsaq G[eiss Complex, a geological
region in southern West Greenland. is
rndeed ancient . And. importanlly. it con-
raitrs the metamorphosed remains of the
Eanh s oldest-known sediments, provid-
ine e\idence that there was something like
.rn ocean 3.85 billion years (Gyr) ago.
L nrii now it has seemed that these sedi-
menls might be relics of a prebiotic world,
bul Lhe anicle on page 55 of this issuer
may well remove that option. Specifically,
new analyses of the traces of organic car-
bon present in the_ sediments change our
estimates of its ''C/''C ratio. The new
value is within the range characteristic of
biological debris from sedimelts 2.7 to
3.5 Cyr old.

In modem oceans, both calbonates
and organic molecules are derived from
COj through precipitation and photo-
slnthesis. Isotopic effects associated
with these reaction pathways lead to an
isotopic difference, or ftactionation, of
about 25 parts per thousand, with the
organic materials being depleted in r3C

relative to the carbonates. A similar
isotopic signal persists, with some varia-
tions', back through time to rocks that are
3.5 Gyr old.

The new finding seems to e)'tend that
record to the very bottom of our planet's
sedimentary pile, crucially altedng earlier
views of these oldest sediments and leav-
ing almost no time between the end of
the 'late healy bombardment' of bodies
within the inner Solar System by giant
meteorites and the first appeararce of
life. Two, earlier paperu published in this
joumal"" conclude that these asteroid
impacts might have sterilized the planet
as recently as 3.3 Glr ago. It could follow
that the 3.85-Gyr-old Itsaq organic
material de ves from biochemical
processes that developed with breath-
taking rapidity after the last large impact,
or even that it is a product of a biota that
was wiped out, then supplanted by our
ancestors, Can this all be true?

Isotopic fractionations result frorn
physical phenomena associated with
chemical reactions. The task now is to
determine whether the observed fraction-
ations are due to biochemical processes,
other low-temperature chemical reac-
tions, or some post-depositional effect.
The magnitude of the observed fractiona-
tions favou$ the biochemical altematrye.
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but does not lit perfectly. About half of
the new analyses i[dicate fractionations
larger than any in the next-oldest organic
mate al, found in Australian rocks about
3.5 Gyr old, which also contain bac-
te um-like bodies and laminated sedi-
mentary structures that resemble algal
mats. These features are not considered a
sure sign of life, but the carbon-isotope
differences are roughly equal fo rhose in

All previous analyses of such ancient
mate als have dealt onlv with bulk
organic carbon, which shows all too well
the hazards of an earlv birth. Anv sedi-
ment that sits around for long is lilef to
be buried by still further sedimentation
and then dragged into rhe crust's tectonic
traffic. The Itsaq rocks were churned
downwards within a billion years ard
heated to 500'C al pressures of 5.000 ar-

A chip off the old block. A geologist's hammer leans against the oldest-known sediments in the
world, on the bleak Akilia island off the Greenland coast. Despite metamorphism, they show
signs of ancient life.

still younger rocks that have compelling
evidence for biology, so many investiga-
tols have proposed that life was present
3.5 C1,r ago and lhat i l  was controll ing
the redox chemistry of carbon at Earth's
surface.

The new Itsaq data were gather€d using
an ion-microprobe mass spectrometer
that can selectively analyse features as
small as 20 pm. That selectivity has been
used to examine carbon occluded in
apatite gains (see Fig. I on page 56).
Apatite, a phosphate mineral, is known
for its biological associations, but there
have been no previous measurements of
the isotopic composition of organic
carbon closely associated with it. Inter-
pretatiolrs of the new data may evolve as
Doints of comDarison become available.
,qJ[nougn Ine age oI Ine samples anq tne
tantalizing results command interest and
prominent publication, the novelty should
also insoire caution.

mospheres. From the point of view of
anyone seeking to reconstruct details of
their initial. low-temperature environ-
mert, they've been badly overcooked. Al-
though some previously analysed samples
contain as much as 2.5 per cent carbon', it
looked more like graphite than biological
debds.

During graphitization, mobile chemical
producls wheeze or ooze trom the geo-
logical pressure cooker wherever a vent
can be found. lf carbonate minerals are
present, their carbon is thro\r'n into the
chemical melde. In lhe process. isotopic
evidence is first altered (as some carbon
depleted in IrC is lost) then destroyed (as
the residue exchanges carbon with meta-
morphic fluidsTt). For this reason, results
of earlier analyses of the Itsaq matedals
were set cside Js lhey were received.
because they showed the damage done
by graphitization. When the authom
examined bulk rather than apatite-
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associated carbon, their results agreed
'r-ith tho6e of Drevious analyses.

What is missing is alr understanding of
\*hr the aDatite sbould act as a safe-
Jeoosit vault. Unlil that is known. other
ouestions will claiE attention. First. why
;e dr" t'c/"c ratios so variable and, in
half of the cases, so low? Biological frac-
tionatiotr is usually very consistent, and
ratios like those in the lower half of the
preseDt distribution do not appear for
more thad a billion years, when they are
rhought to be produced by methale-con-
suming bacteria. These organisms require
orygen, which fits well with other indi-
cato$ of increasing oxygenatiol 2.7 Gyr
ago, but not 3.85 Glr ago. Second, is there
a plausible non-biological cause for the
fractionation, either an isotope effect as-
sociated with one of the infinite number
of uninvestigated prebiotic chemical reac-
tions, or some obscure post-depositional
effect Decuiiar to microscopic inclusio$
in apaiite? These are worries and long-
shots. It's most likely that the new results
are indeed evidence for life 3.85 billion
years ago.

The use of an ion microprobe to
measure carbon isotopes is lrew. The
probe works by firing caesium-ion bullets
into a polished chip to break up crystals
and molecules at its surface. Negative
ions (C- in this case) are extracted
and accelerated, and the isotopes are
electromagnetically separated by a mass
spectrometer. It is assumed that any
instrumental effects biasing the ratio ob-
served from the thin films of carbon within
the mineral matrices can be removed by
comparison with a reference sample of
pure gaphite. Tests indicating consistency
with results of conventional analyses are
imDressive. but more documentation of
the probe's suitability for carbon-isotope
analyses will be welcomed. As soon as that
is available, curators of collections of
martial meleo les and of ancient micro-
fossils should start getting in line. !

John M. Hayes is at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic lnstitution, MS8, 360
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beams prohibits such applications.
The existing optics fall into a few cat-

egories: reflecting optics such as grazing-
incidence X-ray mirrors; tapered capil-
laries; and vadous types of Fresnel zone
plates. Refractive lenses, routinely used in
visibleJight optics, had been thought to be
impractical at X-ray wavelengths. In the
X-ray regime, the difference in the index
of reftaction between air and ordinary
materials is tiny - typically of the order
of 10- - which appeared to present an
insurmountable problem. To maximize

- the effect, heavy-element
ff mate als were orooosed.' 

but they have higi absorp-
tion. Light elements do
not, but with their low
refractive-index decrement
they would have long focal
length and thus provide
little practical focusing of
the X-ray source.

Snigirev and colleagues'
have now proposed and
demonstrated a compound
refractive lens for hard (14
keV) X-rays that over-
comes the difficulties of
earlier schemes. A series of
N refractive lenses has a

demonstration of their ideas alld showed
the potential for future optics. With more
sophisticated fabrication techniques, one
can imagine extending these lenses from
cylinders to spheres to provide focusing in
two dimensions. Such lenses should then
be commonplace at synchrotron sources,
and the full potential of the X-ray beams
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X-ray lenses near reality
Jerome HastinEs

X-nev sources have already evolved from
the original sealed vacuum tubes into
sophisticated electron-storage rings, and
free-electron X-ray lasers may be just
beyond the horizon. These advances
promise intense, highly parallel and tune-
able photon beams. To focus and mani-
pulale this radiation, a variety of X-ray
optical devices have been developed,
ranging from concentrators, in the foml
of taDered caoillaries'. to Fresnel zorc
plates'. But a dream of X-ray opticians for
some time has been to nake a refractive

The desire in a multitude of scientific
disciplines for intense submicrome'.re X-
ray beams has driven the construction of
new electron-storage- ng X-ray sources
in Europe (the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility in Grenoble, France),
the United States (the Advanced Photon
Source in Argonne, Illinois) and Japan
(the Sp ng-8 Project in Harima). The ob-
jective is to perform the various 'standard'

X-ray analytical techniques of diffraction
and spectroscopy on individual particles
or grams.

these measurements could provide
information about the atomic and elec-
tronic structure of systems of chemical,
biological and technological interest,
ranging from the characterization of an
individual grain in a commercial catalyst
to measudng the strain in the metallic
interconnections of large integrated
circuits. But the limited ability of avail-
able X-ray optics to focus the X-ray

The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble, focal length shorter than a
France. compound refractive lenses may ioon make its singe lens by a factor ofN,
intense X-ray beams much more effective. and, in aluminium, absorp-

tion is slight for X-ray
lens, the X-ray equivalent of conventional wavelengths below one ingslrom, so a
optics for visible light. On page 49 of this series of tens to hundreds ol lenses can
issues, Anatoly Snigirev and colleagues be used. The authors made their lens by
descdbe the first signi{icant step towards simply drilling small round holes in an
that goal. This should allow us to reach a aluminium block (see Figs 1 and 3 on
submicrometre focus with much greater pages 49 and 50, respectively).
efficienry than before. This 'crude' technology permitted a


